2017 TV WINNERS
CATEGORY
Drama

Documentary

ORGANISATION
Seoul Broadcasting System
SBS
South Korea

Korean Broadcasting System
KBS
South Korea

ENRY TTITLE
Dr Romantic

KBS Special 3 Part Documentary
"A Cruel
Gift"

SYNOPSIS/REMARK
The protagonist Kang Dong-ju is born into an underprivileged
family. He witnesses how human lives can be prioritized according
to their social status when his father’s treatment is pushed aside
because of a VIP patient. After that, he devotes his whole life
striving to belong to that coveted class, but faces another
insurmountable wall, when he realizes that all his exceptional
qualifications are nothing compared to other blue-blooded peers.
To turn his life around, Dong-ju tries to treat a VIP when a oncein-a life time chance arises, but his surgery fails and he gets
banished to Doldam Hospital and he loses everything in a day.
Dong-ju, in this time of colossal personal crisis, gets to reconnect
with his first love Yun Seo-jeong and becomes a student of terribly
talented doctor Bu Yong-ju. Over time, his priority is shifted from
pursuing his own success to taking time to care about others.
Little by little, awkwardly, he finds himself getting along with
others and re-evaluating his old values.
This episode is about a middle school music teacher Kim Jeonghwa’s life. Her life’s goal had been to take care of her 6-year-old
son, Seo-jin. Instead, she has no choice but to face death after a
two-year-long battle against cancer. KBS documents the sad but
beautiful farewell between Kim Jeong-hwa and her son Seo-jin.

Entertainment

Mediacorp TV Singapore Pte Ltd
Singapore

Eat List Star

10 contestants from around the region gather in Singapore to
compete for the title of Eat List Star. In this 7 episode series,
contestants have to go through cooking challenges that are based
on 4 qualities we have identifies an esteemed chef-host should
possess: Communication skills, Charisma, Business sense and
Creativity

Children

KiKA - Der Kinderkanal von ARD
und ZDF
Germany

Super Wings,
Episode
"Runaway Rex

This programme is about Jett, an airplane, that needs to bring a
battery to a boy named Noah who lives in Denmark. Noah would
like to use the battery to make his dinosaur that is made out of
plastic blocks “alive”. However, when the dinosaur becomes alive,
it escapes from Noah’s home and runs around the town, creating
damages. It is up to Jett, Noah and another plane, Donnie, to save
the day.

News Reporting

RT Channel
RT
Russia

Libya Heat

A series of special reports by RT’s William Whiteman from Libya’s
city of Sirt. Exclusive reporting from the very heat of the battle.
Unique access was provided for RT crew by the government
forces battling ISIS forces in the city. While filming, a car suicide
bomber exploded near the crew.

Sports

Japan Broadcasting Corporation
NHK
Japan

ABU Perspectives Award

Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation
MBC
South Korea

Special Jury Prize

Attitude Pictures
New Zealand

MIRACLE BODY:
Russia’s Golden
Mermaids

NHK combined cutting-edge 4K technologies with its wealth of
knowhow in scientific analysis of sports to investigate the secrets
behind the physical prowess of two of Russia’s top synchronized
swimmers. This documentary not only beautifully captures the
swimmers’ performance, but also reveals for the first time the
oxygen consumption in their muscles and brains, and how their
bodies have evolved to gain an ability akin to that of aquatic
mammals. Russia's golden duo shows how years of targeted
training can make the impossible...possible.
Human
Adam Crapser was born in Korea but had to be sent to the United
Documentary Love States for adoption at the age of 3 with his sister. After being
"My Name is Shin abandoned by his first adoptive parents, Crapser found a new
Song-hyuk"
home at 12, but the family were abusive to all of their adoptive
children. He himself later got into trouble with the law, which
made him liable for deportation, and during the process it turned
out that his adoptive parents had never sought US citizenship for
him. At the age of 42, he is sent back to Korea and reunites with
his birth mother. Crapser will now start a new life in his new home
with a new name - the name he was born - Shin Song-hyuk.
Tetraplegia:
In this programme, we are introduced to Amanda, whose passion
Tragedy to
for the water changed her life forever when she broke her neck
Triumph
and suffered a spinal injury after diving from a surfboard. Four
years on, we look back on her rehabilitation, where she is now

being a wife and mother of two, and the sheer determination it
took to get back to independence and in the water again.

2017 TV COMMENDED ENTRIES

CATEGORY
Drama

ORGANISATION
Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation
MBC
South Korea

ENTRY TITLE
The Rebel

Documentary

RT Channel
RT
Russia

The Golden Gamble

SYNOPSIS/REMARK
"The culprit who is posing as a royal official is not
stealing wealth. He is stealing the hearts and minds of
your people, Your Majesty." There was a divisive figure
in the Joseon Dynasty who was a hero to the people but
an enemy to the establishment. His name was Hong Gildong. King Yeonsangun had royal lineage but was reviled
by his people while Hong Gil-dong was born as a slave
but succeeded in winning over the hearts of the
commoners. The struggle between these two men
demonstrate the qualities that a true leader needs. This
TV series portrays the life of Hong Gil-dong who survived
in a hostile and tyrannical kingdom as he waged a fight
against the powerful elites.
The RT Team visited an area called Paracale in the
Philippines, which is known as “Goldtown”. Here,
people who are stricken by poverty are forced to dive
deep into the muddy river often without proper safety
precautions to obtain some golds. This activity opens
them to danger and also health issues, and sometimes
death occurs to these gold miners.

Children

Korean Educational Broadcasting System
EBS
South Korea

Qin Shi Huang, the
King of Eternal
Empire

Thai Public Broadcasting Service
ThaiPBS
Thailand

House Of Little
Scientists_Spider

This documentary follows the life of the Emperor Qin Shi
Huang, who became an emperor when he was only 13
years old. The Emperor is known for building the Great
Wall of China and also the terracotta armies in his
mausoleum. In addition of depicting how the Emperor
realised his true power and eliminating his enemies, the
episode also shows how the mausoleum and its
terracotta armies were designed and constructed, as
well as how the underworld empire inspires the
imagination of people over two thousand years.
In this episode, It’s all about spiders. Children search for
spiders in nature. They are thrilled with many species of
spiders that spin webs in the jungle. And they find out
that we can see the spider web clearly by slapping the
powder gently to stick to spider webs, which makes the
children see the different of each spider webs.
After the children have learned about the spider webs
already, then they want to make their own web by using
sticky tapes to make pattern as they need. Then take the
balls as insects throw the web they made

Sports

Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting
Iran

The Yellow Day

An important soccer match is going to be played in the
city of Abadan. The result of the match is very important
for the city’s people and the team and can make them
happy or sad. This documentary narrates a day of soccer
in Abadan.

ABU Perspectives Award

Mediacorp
Mediacorp – Channel 5
Singapore

On The Red Dot - In
My Parents'
Shoes (Ep 2)

This episode follows three children as they return to
their parents’ homeland to rediscover their roots. The
children, between 7 and 11 years old, have spent most
of their lives in Singapore, after their parents settled
here either as new citizens or permanent residents.
Although the parents from China, India and the
Philippines celebrate their children’s integration into
Singapore, they also worry that their children may not
appreciate their local heritage and traditions. Parents
are afraid that their children have grown too
accustomed to the modern lifestyle and forget how
traditional practises were carried out in the past. In this
episode, Nina, Wenxuan and Priya take on the chores
their parents used to do – from slaughtering livestock to
working in banana plantation.

Special Jury Prize

Japan Broadcasting Corporation
NHK
Japan

Expressions From
the Obscure

JSC "Khabar Agency"
Kazakhstan

An Unexpected
Family

A pen moves back and forth across a sheet of paper
thousands of times. Hundreds of small pieces of string
are tied together to form one long string with countless
knots on it. Such odd, mysterious, yet moving works of
art are called art brut. Among artists who create such
artwork are many with intellectual and mental
disabilities.
In silence, one man continues to focus his entire being
to cutting paper with scissors. Every morning, his
parents pick up and treasure the artwork their son
leaves on the floor. Their son speaks no words and
suffers from frequent panic attacks, but they have
always supported and accepted their son for who he is.
This program steps inside the lives of artists from all
parts of Japan. We observe them craft their work in an
effort to get a glimpse of where the overwhelming
power of their artwork originates from
Bibigul is a 25 years old woman who devoted her life to
her husband of several years by foregoing her ambition
to have a career of her own. She also desperately wants
to have a child. When she found out that she is
pregnant, she was about to inform her husband of the
happy news when she caught him with another woman.
She decided to commit suicide, but then she changed
her mind last minute. However, she sustained an injury
from her suicide attempt and isn’t able to conceive
anymore.
She then tries to move on with her
life by founding a company of her own with a man who
would then become her future husband. They also adopt
several children together.

